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brick   pick   trick 

chick*  quick   homesick 

click   sick    seasick 

flick   slick   yardstick 

kick   stick  

lick   thick  

nick   tick  

     

     



  

 
Lick! Lick! Lick1 

(Tune: Little White Duck) 
 

My favorite dessert is one that is so yummy, 

with great big scoops that fill up my tummy! 

It’s ice cream, ice cream, what a treat! 

Cool and creamy and simple and sweet. 

You can eat it in a cone or in a plastic dish, if you wish! 

There’s chocolate and vanilla, peanut butter, too. 

and every now and then, a flavor that is new. 

Just step right  up and pick out one. 

Just don’t eat it when you’re in the sun! 

So you’d better start to lick, better make it fast. 

It won’t last! 
 

 

  



                                        

                                                             
 

 

trick  sick  

brick  chick  

pick  stick  

click  kick  

 

 

    

  

 

 

 
 

 
 

Cut and Paste: ick 
 

 



Cloze the Gap! (ick) 
  

Read the following sentences, saying the word “chick” 

when you come to a blank space. Use words from the 

ick family to fill in the blanks and make sense. Reread 

your sentences to double check your choices! 

 
  

1. The third little pig made a         house. 

2. Can you      the ball and score a point for our team? 

3. Will you show me how to do a magic       ? 

4. You’d better       your ice cream before it melts! 

5. We used a        to measure the table. 

6. Some people get        on a boat. 

7. My favorite part of the chicken is the      . 

8. Thin is the opposite of        . 

9. I used glue to      my papers together. 

10. It’s not nice to play a       on someone. 

11. Bill had to stay home because he was      . 

12. I always                up for my friends at school. 

 

Word Bank 

stick  trick    kick  thick       drumstick 

sick   lick           stick  seasick       yardstick 

trick  stick     

 



Crossword Puzzle: ick  
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Across Down 

  1.    joke; prank   1.    opposite of thin 

 2.   snap   3.   to eat with the tongue 

 6.   clock’s sound   4.   to hit with the foot 

 7.   baby bird   5.   to choose 

 9.   block made of clay 

10.  twig or branch 

  8.   ill 

   

 

 

 
 

 
 

Word Bank 

     sick  stick  chick    kick    thick       brick 

     pick  click  trick    tick     lick 

      

 



ick See, Say, Spell and Write 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

thick 

 

 


